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duka’s offer has been enhanced with countless new features this 
year, an affirmation of unwavering attention to the evolution of trends 
and markets and a confirmation of our close relationship with our cli-
ents. Take a look through the pages that follow and the alluring images 
of the latest designs to find your inspiration.

natura 4000
expanded range 

acqua (R) 5000 / libero 5000
inox

libero 3000
new collection

libero 4000
expanded range

gallery 3000
black 

libero 4000
chromed glass
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natura 4000 is duka’s most recent project. With innovative technology, harmonious proportions and clear, geometrical lines, it 
has come of age in its evolution and maturity, like a seed bursting into blossom. So many models which leave scope for new 
ideas, to satisfy the ever-growing demand for individuality and personalisation in bathroom design. 

A-DTN L/R   Pivot door for niches 5
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ternal obstructions (e.g. towel warmers) 
or internal (mixers or taps) without fore-
going wide entrance space and trans-
parency of the surface, the obstacles 
which have often led people to opt for 
doors in line with the fixed panels. These 
models, on the other hand, feature one 
sole glass panel with all the advantag-
es that follow – not only on an aesthet-
ic level, but also in terms of practicality. 
No overlaying of glass, no seal strips, no 
brackets or supports to disturb the lin-
earity of form. A perfect harmony of de-
sign and functionality in perfect harmony 
gives clients an added value factor that 
is clear to be seen!  

The main features which have made 
this line unique and competitive are ev-
er-present, adapted to fit the new mod-
els that revolutionise duka’s standard 
lines. 

We’re speaking about the AC system 
for easy closure, the adhesive UV tech-
nology for smooth, even, easy-clean 
surfaces and the new horizontal seal 
strip to provide optimum protection from 
water spray both in shower-tray models 
or floor-level installation. 

The highlight feature of the new mod-
els illustrated in these pages is, with-

out a doubt, the swing door with 
shortened profile system, a solution 
which, although it may have been un-
derestimated in the past, has regained 
its well-deserved value by means of a 
new 180° hinge system. Its minimalist 
form highlights the silhouette of the unit 
as a whole, and its mechanism guaran-
tees gentle, silent movement of the 6 
mm glass doors. All with the high safety 
standards and long life span which have 
always characterised duka products.  

The design of the hinge with its offset 
pivot makes this model particularly flex-
ible. It can be adjusted to adapt to ex-
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A-EDT L/R   Corner entrance with 2 swing doors 9



This hinge system has been adapted to folding/
pivot doors, an option exceptionally well-suited 
to areas which are not particularly large as it offers 
maximum entrance space while minimising the vis-
ual impact of the whole when in “rest mode.” 

duka’s new offer was conceived through listening to 
the requests and ideas of the market, and brought to 
tangible life through our passion for detail and spirit 
of innovation. 
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A-FPN L/R   Bi-fold pivot door for niches 11
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A-EFP L/R   Corner enclosure with 2 bi-fold pivot doors 13
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The innovative natura 4000 hinge was the keystone feature in the development of two further freestanding models in 6mm glass 
with curved splash-screen door, with no 90° or 45° brackets or supports. The hinge is attached at mid-wall level, lending mo-
bility to the shower unit; it can be folded back on itself, adding practicality and aesthetic value to even the simplest of shower 
partitions.

PE 6FPG L/R   Self-supporting bi-fold pivot door, glass 6 mm 15



PE 6DT L/R   Self-supporting swing door, glass 6 mm16 _  libero 4000



A simple but efficient version: The hinge allows the door to open both outwards and inwards while the offset pivot allows for 
installation even in the case of inner or outer obstructions, as illustrated in the examples. 
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Mirror-effect chrome glass is now available for our corner entrance with swing door models in the natura 4000 and the libero 
4000 lines, offering you a unique experience of space and shower. The chrome finish, essentially stainless steel, is applied to 
the outer side of the shower panel, does not impact on technical performance and retains a slight transparency which varies 
according to the brightness of the surroundings, transforming the glass into an architectural feature which adds to the illusion of 
space and creates an interplay with other bathroom fittings and furnishings. A unique solution, adding a whole new dimension 
to the role of a shower cabinet. 

PE 6DT L/R   Self-supporting swing door, glass 6 mm 19
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Yet more new freestanding innovations come in the form of the new libero 3000 line, completing the duka offer for this style of 
shower solution in all price segments. Up-to-the-minute style with a distinct “industrial style” feel, this model focuses strongly 
on the aesthetic factor with black geometric silkscreen print on glass, reminiscent of the wrought-ironwork typical of industrial 
architecture. The effect is incredibly realistic, with an audacity which brings character to the ambience and positions the shower 
firmly on centre stage, the undisputed star of the bathroom. 

GW-F6 L/R   Freestanding side panel, glass 6 mm
GW-F8 L/R   Freestanding side panel, glass 8 mm 21



GW-F6 L/R   Freestanding side panel, glass 6 mm
GW-F8 L/R   Freestanding side panel, glass 8 mm2222 _  libero 3000



Walk-in showers with open entrances are perfect for large bathrooms or the generous area which is often gained in bathtub to 
shower conversions. This option is superbly stylish: the impact of each individual component is kept to a minimum, allowing the 
transparent beauty of the glass to shine through. 

libero 3000, in 6 mm or 8 mm glass and a standard height of 2000 mm, is available in six or eight-square panelling. In black, of 
course. This shower features simplicity of style together with endless attention to detail, as evidenced by the support bar attach-
ment and the aluminium profile which frames the panelling and, like all duka products, guarantees stability, safety and a long life.
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GW-F   Freestanding side panel24 _  libero 3000



GW-F   Freestanding side panel

Our most popular models, tailored to the price segment, are available in a variety of dimensions, in 6mm or 8mm glass, in trans-
parent glass, and black, high-sheen or matt silver. The support bars can be positioned at 30° or 90° as required. The vast project 
possibilities offered by the duka catalogue have thus been further expanded, a tangible result of duka’s constant research in 
technology. At the client’s service, in every way. 
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The demand for inox finishings in bathroom design is rapidly on the increase, and duka have chosen to enrich their most iconic 
model, the acqua (R) 5000 sliding door, with the option of brushed aluminium profiles for an inox effect which adapts well to other 
complementary bathroom furnishings on the market. The top-quality finish that you can always expect from duka, for a shower 
enclosure with a harmonious, smooth appearance from top to bottom.

QTN2 L/R   Two-panel sliding door for niches 27
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One particular feature of the new inox finish which lends the aluminium profile an exclusive, prestigious and, above all, warm 
feel is the brushed texture which lines the surface so subtly, contrasting beautifully with the transparency and shine of the glass. 
The photos below illustrate the two latest high-sheen silver and inox finishes, a style echoed in other areas of the bathroom, in 
accessories, complements and mixers. 

With this finish, the showers in the acqua R 5000, acqua 5000 and libero 5000 collections allow for perfect uniformity and ae-
sthetic consistency with all the features in the bathroom for a look that is stylish and modern. Clear evidence of duka’s close 
attention to the latest market trends. 

CSH chrome/silver high sheen INO inox
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Back to Black: Fashion’s closest friend has recently shot up in popularity once again, even in the world of interior design. Why? 
Because it is one of the most versatile colours in the spectrum, it works well with other shades and it creates an air of substance 
and personality. Black makes us feel something. Like the duka shower emotion that the black-framed gallery 3000 series arous-
es. For sophistication and style, even in the bathroom. 

GTN2 L/R   Swing door with 1 fixed panel for niches 31
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Adhesive technology

This icon indicates items where the hinges and fasten-
ers are bonded to the glass with the tried-and-tested 
duka® UV adhesive technique.

Telescopic screw wall compensation

The entire door can be easily adjusted within the pre-set 
range by means of a telescopic screw.

The highlights

Our symbols, the duka icons, stand for the high quality and the safety standards of our shower enclosures, whose compliance 
is ensured through regular monitoring. Designed as quality features, they serve as a guide and allow for easy, immediate refer-
ence to the technical specifications in the duka price list, duka training materials and digital presentations. The individual symbols 
represent the various technical features and reflect the technical expertise of duka. For detailed descriptions of the individual 
icons, please see: www.duka.it/icons.

180° hinge with Automatic Close

This icon indicates items with an Automatic Close sys-
tem - just a simple touch and the doors glide smoothly 
through to the closed position.

“girofix” frame profile installation

The models marked with this icon feature a special 
“girofix-screw” to connect the profile to the wall - quick, 
easy and convenient!
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Glass processing

ProCare

Protect

duka now offer a new, innovative glass 
which goes by the name of “ProCare.” 
The treatment takes place during the 
production of the panels: the surface is 
magnetron-sputtered with metal oxides 
in a vacuum. The tempering process 
activates and fixes the coating, ensuring 
that water runs full and fast off the glass 
surface, vastly reducing watermarks and 
keeping your glass as good as new far 
into the future. ProCare is available as an 
alternative to Protect coating for many 
products.

On request, duka shower enclosures are also available with PROTECT safety glass surface protection which guarantees 
high standards when it comes to use, clarity, transparency and cleanliness. Important: Do not use any abrasive cleaners 
or alkaline cleaning material.

Transparency and neutral tones: When it comes to transparency, our new duka glass  
with ProCare fittings leaves no box unticked. The top-quality anti-corrosion coating has been 
carefully applied to ensure no visible effect on the transparency of the crystal-clear duka glass. 
The result? Clear, transparent aesthetics, without compromise. 

Corrosion resistance: ProCare targets corrosion, ensuring that glass remains clear  
and transparent – shower after shower.

Easy to clean: limescale and dirt do not adhere easily to ProCare coated glass, making  
cleaning so much easier than with normal glass. ProCare-treated glass is quick and easy to 
clean, and guarantees a long-lasting sparkle that stands the test of time. On request, duka 
shower enclosures are also available with Protect safety glass surface protection which  
guarantees high standards when it comes to use, clarity, transparency and cleanliness. 
Important: Do not use any abrasive cleaners or alkaline cleaning material.
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2018
duka AG reserves the right to change 
its products without obligation of notifi-
cation or replacement at any time.

For technical reasons, the 
colours shown may differ 
from actual colours.

duka AG
Erlenweg 19, I-39042 Brixen (BZ)
Tel. +39 0472 273 10034



2018
5 YEAR  

GUARANTEE

10 YEAR 
AVAILABILITY 
GUARANTEE

All technical specifications and 
detailed product information  
can be found at www.duka.it. 35
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